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We consider generation of dark matter mass via radiative electroweak symmetry breaking in an
extension of the conformal Standard Model containing a singlet scalar field with a Higgs portal inter-
action. Generating the mass from a sequential process of radiative electroweak symmetry breaking
followed by a conventional Higgs mechanism can account for less than 35% of the cosmological dark
matter abundance for dark matter mass Ms > 80 GeV. However in a dynamical approach where
both Higgs and scalar singlet masses are generated via radiative electroweak symmetry breaking
we obtain much higher levels of dark matter abundance. At one-loop level we find abundances
of 10%–100% with 106 GeV < Ms < 120 GeV. However, when the higher-order effects needed
for consistency with a 125 GeV Higgs mass are estimated, the abundance becomes 10%–80% for
80 GeV < Ms < 96 GeV, representing a significant decrease in the dark matter mass. The dynam-
ical approach also predicts a small scalar-singlet self-coupling, providing a natural explanation for
the astrophysical observations that place upper bounds on dark matter self-interaction. The pre-
dictions in all three approaches are within the Ms > 80 GeV detection region of the next generation
XENON experiment.
One of the most important outstanding challenges in
physics is to reveal the underlying nature of dark mat-
ter. Amongst the numerous proposed dark matter candi-
dates, the singlet scalar extension of the Standard Model
is conceptually appealing and has been the subject of
much investigation [1–8] (see Ref. [3] for a clear and de-
tailed discussion). This model was first introduced by
Silverira and Zee [1] and then generalized to a complex
scalar by McDonald [2]. More detailed analyses that in-
cluded nuclear recoil detection and implications for col-
lider experiments were subsequently studied [3], along
with the electroweak phase transition of this singlet ex-
tension of the Standard Model [6, 8]. Because it consists
of one scalar singlet beyond the Standard Model, it is
one of the simplest scenarios for nonbaryonic dark mat-
ter. However, it is complicated enough to offer rich prop-
erties, such as dark matter stability, because the Stan-
dard Model gauge singlet does not interact with ordinary
matter except through the Higgs field (i.e., Higgs portal
interactions [7]). In these models, the stability of dark
matter is protected by a scalar singlet Z2 symmetry that
prohibits the dark-Higgs-Higgs decay process.
Versions of singlet scalar models with classical confor-
mal symmetry are particularly interesting as a means for
addressing the hierarchy and fine-tuning problems [9, 10]
associated with the conventional Higgs mechanism. Clas-
sical scale invariance provides a custodial symmetry for
Higgs loop corrections [10, 11], and similar to dimen-
sional transmutation in QCD, leads to natural scale hier-
archies in a unification context [12] (see also Ref. [13] for
a recent discussion). In these scalar-singlet models, ra-
diative symmetry breaking (i.e., the Coleman-Weinberg
mechanism [14]) in the hidden (dark) sector gets com-
municated to the electroweak sector via the Higgs portal
interaction [15–23]. Typically this requires a vacuum ex-
pectation value (VEV) for the scalar singlet field which
breaks the Z2 symmetry, and hence additional mecha-
nisms are needed to incorporate dark matter (e.g., mir-
ror dark matter [18], CP symmetry protected dark mat-
ter [24, 25], inert doublet dark matter [26] and Majorana
Dark matter [27]).
In this article we take the approach of radiative elec-
troweak symmetry breaking in the Standard Model sec-
tor, and explore its implications for the scalar singlet
(dark matter) sector. Decays of the dark matter field
are protected by Z2 symmetry without introducing any
extra mechanisms. In the Coleman-Weinberg mecha-
nism [14], the VEV for the Higgs is radiatively gener-
ated directly in the Higgs sector. The small Higgs cou-
pling Coleman-Weinberg solution [14] is destabilized by
top-quark Yukawa contributions, but a large Higgs-self-
coupling solution exists [28, 29]. Recently it has been
shown that the 125 GeV Higgs mass observed by LHC
[30, 31] can be described by radiative electroweak sym-
metry breaking in the large Higgs self coupling regime
[32]. The purpose of this article is to show that radiative
symmetry breaking in the large Higgs self-coupling per-
turbative regime can dynamically generate a dark mat-
ter (scalar singlet) mass in a Higgs-portal extension of
the Standard Model that provides a significant propor-
tion of the dark matter abundance. The resulting dark
matter mass and the corresponding dark-Higgs coupling
are within the parameter space that will be probed by
the next generation XENON experiment.
The dark matter scalar singlet extension of the con-
formal Standard Model has the following scalar sector
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∂µH∂
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∂µS∂
µS−k
2
S2H†H− h
4!
S4−λ(H†H)2 ,
(1)
where H is the Higgs field and S is the dark matter
(real scalar) singlet field which has no interactions with
other Standard Model fields except via the Higgs por-
tal interaction. As discussed in Ref. [3], from an ef-
fective field theory perspective the absence of higher-
dimensional non-renormalizable terms in Eq. (1) assumes
other beyond-Standard-Model particles are much heav-
ier than the electroweak scale. Because we are interested
in Standard-Model extensions that are conformal at tree
level, there are no quadratic terms for the Higgs and dark
scalar and there are no S3, SH†H, or similar terms that
violate the Z2 (S → −S) symmetry. The stability of
dark matter is protected by assuming the Z2 symmetry
is unbroken, precluding SH†H terms in (1) induced by
〈S〉 6= 0, and thereby preventing dark matter from de-
caying through the Higgs portal. With zero VEV, the
dark matter field can enter radiative symmetry breaking
in two ways: either S is on an equal footing with all other
Standard-Model non-Higgs fields, or else both Higgs and
scalar singlet masses are radiatively generated.
In the first case, S influences the Higgs effective po-
tential via the Higgs portal interaction. Radiative sym-
metry breaking first generates the Higgs VEV and then
the dark matter gains its mass through the conventional
Higgs mechanism via the the dark matter-Higgs coupling
k
2S
2H†H|H→v = k2v2S2. Thus in this scenario we con-
sider the effective potential of the Higgs field, which can
be rewritten as O(4) symmetric massless λφ4 theory be-
cause the gauge couplings and top quark Yukawa cou-
pling effects are numerically small in the large Higgs self-
coupling regime of interest [29]. The effective potential in
Coleman-Weinberg (CW) renormalization scheme then
has the form [14, 33]:
V (λ,Φ, µ) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=0
λn+1TnmL
mΦ4 (2)
where L = log
(
Φ2/µ2
)
, H†H = Φ2 =
∑4
i=1 φ
2
i , and µ is
the renormalization scale which connects the O(4) the-
ory to the Standard Model when µ equals the electroweak
scale v = 246 GeV. The summation includes leading log-
arithm (LL), next-to-leading logarithm (NLL), next-to-
next-to-leading logarithm N2LL, and in general NnLL
terms. For the leading logarithm summation we obtain
VLL =
∞∑
m=0
Tmmλ
m+1LmΦ4 . (3)
Generalizing to the multi-coupling case, assuming the
two couplings are λ, k, the leading logarithm contribu-
tion to V can be written as
VLL =
∞∑
m=0
m∑
r=0
Tm−r+1, rλm−r+1krLmΦ4 . (4)
The form of the multi-coupling case can be further ex-
tended to additional couplings for the dark singlet exten-
sion model. Because of the Coleman-Weinberg renormal-
ization condition [14, 33]
d4V
dΦ4
∣∣∣∣
Φ=µ
= 24pi2y , y = λ/pi2 , (5)
it is only necessary to consider terms up to order L4 in the
effective potential to predict the scalar mass spectrum:
VLL = pi
2yΦ4 + (BL+ CL2 +DL3 +EL4)Φ4 + · · · (6)
where B,C,D,E are (dimensionless) functions of
(y, k, x, h), which respectively are the Higgs self-coupling
λ = pi2y, Higgs-dark matter coupling, top quark
Yukawa coupling and dark matter self-coupling; these
functions have the form
(
yαkβxγhδ
)
Lp where p −
(α+ β + γ + δ) = 1 in the leading logarithm approxi-
mation. All other Standard Model contributions such as
SU(2), U(1) and SU(3) gauge couplings are numerically
sub-dominant [29, 34] and have therefore been neglected.
The effective potential VLL can be determined from the
renormalization group equation(
µ
∂
∂µ
+ βx
∂
∂x
+ βy
∂
∂y
+ βk
∂
∂k
+ βh
∂
∂h
+γΦΦ
∂
∂Φ
+ γsS
∂
∂S
)
VLL = 0
(7)
where the corresponding one loop renormalization group
functions are [4]
βy = 6y2 + 3xy − 3
2
x2 +
k2
128pi4
(8)
βh = 3
h2
(4pi)2
+ 12
k2
(4pi)2
(9)
βk = 4
k2
(4pi)2
+ 3ky +
kh
(4pi)2
+
3
2
xk (10)
βx =
9x2
4
, γΦ =
3x
4
, γs = 0 . (11)
Note that γs = 0 because the S field has no Yukawa cou-
pling with Standard Model matter fields. Since we only
have limited information on the renormalization group
functions (to one loop order in the dark singlet model),
we need to add counterterms to the effective potential to
compensate for information lost due to truncation at LL
order
V = VLL +K (x, y, k, h) Φ
4 (12)
where KΦ4 is the counterterm and K is a function of
the couplings. The counter terms in the full LL order
effective potential can be determined by the Coleman
Weinberg condition (5).
The coupling constants can be determined from the
VEV conditions that spontaneous symmetry breaking
3will cause a nontrivial minimum in the vacuum struc-
ture: dVdΦ |Φ=µ=v = 0. Contact with the Standard Model
is thus achieved by identifying the scale µ with the elec-
troweak scale µ = v = 246.2 GeV. The mass generated
for the Higgs doublet MH and dark singlet MS are only
dependent on the quadratic terms in the effective poten-
tial and can be determined respectively from
M2H =
dV 2
dΦ2
∣∣∣∣
Φ=µ=v
, M2S = kΦ
2
∣∣∣∣
Φ=µ=v
, (13)
where we have implicitly used the result that the effec-
tive potential kinetic term renormalization constant is
unity in the Coleman-Weinberg renormalization scheme
[14, 33].
To determine the dark matter mass, Higgs mass and
the corresponding Higgs coupling y we need to input k
and h. However, MH shows almost no dependence on
the values of these couplings in the range 0 < k < 1 and
0 < h < 1, with a large suppression of h contributions
compared with k. At the one loop level, the predicted
Higgs mass is around 216 GeV and Higgs self-coupling
is y = 0.054 (which is 5 times larger than the Higgs
self-coupling in conventional symmetry breaking mech-
anism indicating the large Higgs coupling regime [32])
for 0 < k < 1, in close agreement with the one loop or-
der result given in the simplified radiative O(4) model
[32, 34]. This implies that the singlet extension has very
little effect on the Higgs mass in the considered range of
k. This is understandable since the tree-level term yΦ4 in
the Higgs mass contribution is only dependent on y which
makes the k contribution to the Higgs mass a sub-leading
loop contribution and also since 6y2 >> k
2
128pi4 in β
y the
Higgs-dark coupling k contribution is much smaller com-
pared with the Higgs self-coupling y. Similarly, the dark
self-coupling h has an even smaller effect because it must
first enter through the Higgs portal. Because of the small
effect of the extended sector in the O(4) model calcula-
tion, the radiatively-generated Higgs mass prediction can
then converge to 125 GeV when the higher loop order
contributions are included [32]. Although large values of
k are ruled out as dark matter solutions because of ex-
tremely small abundances, at one loop level we reproduce
the k ≈ 6 Higgs mass result of Ref. [35].
Dark matter abundance provides a strong constraint
on the dark matter mass and the corresponding dark-
Higgs coupling. In Fig. 1, the curve of dark matter
mass intersects the dark matter abundance curves cor-
responding to a solution for the coupling k and dark
matter mass Ms at certain dark matter abundance. The
dark matter abundance is calculated using the results of
Refs. [8, 36, 37]. However, Refs. [8, 38] have performed a
comprehensive analysis of the XENON results [39] in the
context of the scalar singlet model (1), and apart from
a small region of parameter space in the MS ≈ MH/2
resonant region, dark matter masses below 80 GeV are
excluded. The resonant fine tuning region near MH/2
is generally considered unnatural, and MS < MH/2 is
already strongly constrained by experimental bounds on
the invisible width of the Higgs [40]. We thus focus on
the region MS > 80 GeV in Fig. 1 which intersects with
abundance curves below 35%.
Thus, the sequential scenario of radiative electroweak
symmetry-breaking followed by the conventional Higgs
mechanism for the dark-singlet model explains less than
35% dark matter abundance with a lower bound of Ms >
80 GeV on the dark matter mass and k > 0.11 on Higgs-
dark matter coupling .
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FIG. 1. The conventional Higgs mechanism relationship be-
tween the dark matter mass and the dark-Higgs coupling (blue
curve) is shown along with various dark matter abundance
curves to constrain the dark singlet model. The points cor-
respond to the dynamical symmetry-breaking approach for
both the Higgs and dark fields at one-loop order (right set of
points) and estimated higher-loop order (left set of points).
Consider next the alternate scenario where the Higgs
and scalar singlet masses are generated simultaneously
through radiative electroweak symmetry breaking. In-
spired by the approach of Ref. [41], in this case the S
field will enter the vacuum structure along with the Higgs
doublet as the fifth (gauge neutral) degree of freedom of
the scalar field space. However, it should be noted that
though this singlet can be viewed as an extension of the
scalar sector, it is different from the Higgs because it is
neutral under gauge interaction and does not couple to
the quarks and leptons as the Higgs doublet does. In the
dynamical case, both the Higgs doublet and dark sin-
glet enter the tree level of the effective potential and the
loop corrections are of the form L = log
(
Φ2+S2
µ2
)
[41].
By contrast, in the non-dynamical case only the Higgs
doublet enters the tree level effective potential, and loop
corrections are of the form L = log
(
Φ2
µ2
)
i.e. the S field
does not couple directly into the logarithm. The form of
the effective potential to one loop order in the dynamical
case can be written as [41]
VLL =pi
2yΦ4 +
k
2
Φ2S2 +
h
24
S2
+BL+ CL2 +DL3 + EL4 + . . .
(14)
where L ≡ log
(
Φ2+S2
µ2
)
. The quantities B,C,D,E are
4the functions of (y, k, x, h, φi, S) which are dimension-4
combinations of Φ2 and S2 as required by O(4) and Z2
symmetry and contain leading-logarithm combinations of
couplings
(
yαkβxγhδ
)
Lp where p− (α+ β + γ + δ) = 1.
It should be noted that L ≡ log
(
Φ2+S2
µ2
)
signals that
dark field S affects the vacuum structure along with the
Higgs field and works as a fifth scalar degree of freedom
within the effective potential. The effective potential VLL
can be determined from the renormalization group equa-
tion which is given by Eq. (7) where the one loop renor-
malization group functions are the same as Eq. (8)–(11).
It is useful to define ρ2 = Φ2 + S2 [41] and so truncation
of the effective potential at LL order
V = VLL +K (x, y, k, h) ρ
4 (15)
requires the Kρ4 counterterm which can be determined
by the Coleman Weinberg condition [14, 33, 42]
d4V
dρ4
∣∣∣∣
ρ=µ
=
d4Vtree
dρ4
∣∣∣∣
ρ=µ
(16)
where Vtree is the tree level part of the effective potential.
The vacuum structure is much more complicated in this
case compared with the sequential symmetry-breaking
scenario and we need two VEV conditions consisting of
one scale constraint and one nontrivial directional con-
straint for the minimum of the vacuum [41]
dV
dρ
∣∣∣∣
ρ=µ=v
= 0 ,
dV
dφ3
∣∣∣∣φ3=µ=v
s=0
= 0 (17)
where φ3 is the component of the Higgs doublet that
contains the VEV and µ = v = 246.2 GeV to make con-
tact with the Standard Model. The directional constraint
dV
dS |φ3=µ,s=0 = 0 is trivial since it identically vanishes.
The dynamical mass generated for the Higgs doublet and
dark singlet can be determined respectively from
M2H =
dV 2
dφ23
∣∣∣∣φ3=µ=v
s=0
, M2S =
dV 2
dS2
∣∣∣∣φ3=µ=v
s=0
, (18)
where we have again used the result that the the effec-
tive potential kinetic term renormalization constant is
unity in the Coleman-Weinberg renormalization scheme
[14, 33].
Now we have two VEV constraints, while we have three
parameters y, k, h to be determined leaving one uncon-
strained coupling, which we choose to be k, to param-
eterize the solutions. As discussed below, we find solu-
tions that are perturbatively-close to h = 0. We have
chosen to parameterize our solutions through k because
Fig. 1 shows that the dark matter abundance generally
decreases with increasing k. The one-loop results are
0.044 < k < 0.15 corresponding to scalar singlet mass
predictions 106 GeV < Ms < 120 GeV and 10%–100%
dark matter abundance (see right-hand set of dots in
Fig. 1). We also note that there are no one-loop leading-
log solutions for k < 0.03. The Higgs mass and Higgs self-
coupling are remarkably close to the leading-log results
of Ref. [32, 34]; hence the extended scalar sector does not
destabilize radiative symmetry breaking in the Higgs sec-
tor. Comparing with the sequential symmetry-breaking
scenario, the dynamical method can provide much higher
levels of dark matter abundance at LL order. It is inter-
esting that the solutions lead naturally to a small scalar-
singlet self interaction h = 1y + 2k (i  1) consistent
with astrophysical evidence for weakly self-interacting
dark matter [43, 44]. The dark matter abundance con-
dition is surprisingly effective in constraining k and the
scalar singlet mass; as shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [38] the
one-loop predictions are in the sensitivity region of the
next generation XENON experiment.
The large Higgs self-coupling that results from the dy-
namical scenario can clearly influence Ms through higher
loop effects. Because the solution for MH and y is very
close to the radiatively-broken Standard Model result
[28], higher-loop effects from the Higgs portal will have a
negligible effect on MH and thus the higher-loop extrapo-
lation to MH = 125 GeV [32] will persist. However, these
higher-loop corrections from the large Higgs self-coupling
could have a similar effect of decreasing the scalar singlet
mass. It is important to estimate these higher-loop ef-
fects to check if the dark matter mass either decreases
far below the 80 GeV lower boundary extracted from
the XENON results [8, 38, 39] or requires resonant fine-
tuning of Ms and k for acceptable dark matter abun-
dance.
The higher order estimation is based on detailed anal-
ysis of contributions to the dark matter mass from the
different couplings. Because dark matter abundance con-
strains k to be small, we assume that corrections beyond
leading order to the renormalization group functions are
well approximated by the O(4) model. Then using the
five loop results for the O(4) renormalization group func-
tions [45] combined with the extrapolation methods of
[32], we obtain the following result for the dark matter
mass:
M2s = −1461.56
(
k
0.05
)( y
0.0534
)
+ 3025.8
(
k
0.05
)
+ 1002
( y
0.0534
)1.4
,
(19)
where we are working in GeV units and the top quark
Yukawa coupling contributions are embedded in the nu-
merical coefficients. Only the dominant leading or-
der contributions in k have been retained in (19) (i.e.
higher order terms in k are numerically suppressed be-
cause k ∼ 0.1). By using this formula, we can esti-
mate the dark matter mass at the convergence value
y = 0.0233,MHiggs = 125 GeV of Ref. [32]. As dis-
cussed earlier, we use the lower-bound Ms > 80 GeV
which is the lowest mass consistent with analysis of the
XENON results [8, 38, 39] without MS ≈ MH/2 reso-
nance fine-tuning. The higher order estimation gives the
dark-Higgs coupling 0.07 < k < 0.13 for dark matter
mass 80 GeV < Ms < 96 GeV, and dark matter abun-
dance 10%–80% as shown by the left-hand set of dots in
5Fig. 1. In general, the estimated higher-loop effects result
in a significant reduction of the dark matter mass com-
pared to the one-loop predictions for comparable levels
of abundance.
We have also studied the possibility of spontaneous
breaking of the Z2 symmetry by allowing a non-zero ro-
tation angle in the VEV (i.e., 〈S〉 = v sin θ, 〈Φ〉 = v cos θ)
and self-consistently determining the couplings in each
case using the procedure outlined above. For physical
solutions of the couplings, the vacuum energy of the Z2-
symmetric case is always found to be smaller, providing
evidence that Z2 symmetry remains unbroken.
We have studied radiative symmetry breaking in an ex-
tension of the conformally invariant Standard Model con-
taining a scalar singlet field with a Higgs portal interac-
tion. The sequential symmetry-breaking scenario, where
electroweak symmetry-breaking occurs via a large Higgs
self coupling and the scalar singlet mass is then gener-
ated by the conventional Higgs mechanism, can explain
at most 35% of the dark matter abundance without res-
onant fine-tuning. By contrast, the dynamical approach
inspired by Ref. [41], where the electroweak and the Z2-
symmetric scalar-singlet vacuum simultaneously result
from radiative symmetry-breaking in the large Higgs-
coupling regime can accommodate larger dark matter
abundances and results in a weakly self-interacting scalar
singlet. Estimating the higher-loop effects needed to
maintain consistency with a radiatively-generated 125
GeV Higgs mass dominated by the large Higgs self-
coupling leads to the bounds 80 GeV < Ms < 96 GeV
and a corresponding dark matter abundance in the range
10%–80%. The dark matter mass and Higgs-portal cou-
pling predictions of the dynamical scenario, both at one-
loop and estimated higher-loop levels, are within the
range of sensitivity of the next generation of the XENON
experiment [8, 38].
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